
EdTech Mentors Survey 2015: Responses

1. Main challenges:
1. Time
2. Money
3. Equipment

Others (in no particular order):
! Bandwidth
! FIPPA
! e-Portfolios
! Teacher attitude
! Teacher digital literacy level
! Focussing teachers on pedagogy rather than tech
! Encouraging teachers to embrace technology as an integral part of the curriculum, not an 

"event" 
! Tech in school doesn't match what kids have at home 
! Email 
! Buy in 
! Wide range of teacher need and ability 
! Prioritizing needs from an organizational level 
! Failure of Office365 
! BYOD not being able to be controlled or utilized in classrooms 
! Technology frustrations 
! IPads not updated 
! Getting teachers to express their needs 
! FSA and Provincial exams shutting down network access for learning 
! Lack of face-to-face time 
! Own Pro-D 
! Teachers lacking resources 

Comments:
“Teachers in SD#68 are very wary about implementing any new technologies as they have little 
faith in their ability to implement them in any meaningful or useful way due to the limitations 
outlined above. Each school acts independently to acquire technology and no one school appears 
to have the resources they really need to realize a 21st shift across the board.”
“Depending on the teacher and school kids have access to BYOD and the responsibility to ensure 
using responsibly.”
“I sometimes feel like I offer more support to people outside my district than inside my district.”
“We know that a meaningful shift in a teacher's practice takes a sustained focus and years yet the 
sense of urgency associated with tech integration can sabotage effective long term planning for 
and implementation of professional learning opportunities.”

2. Current needs:
1. Time (particularly to co-teach, for self-improvement, and prep time)
2. Changes to collective agreement: longer contract



3. Safe upload site for videos of classroom teaching/learning and for storage of student 
work

Others (in no particular order):
! Training in how to bring people on board and build positive energy around ed tech 
! Regular "meetings" 
! Time to meet with other Ed tech people from other districts 
! Creative ways to increase collaboration--within district, and within Province 
! Money 
! Access to change settings quickly for people willing to get started 
! Networking / idea generation. We need to have some f2f for synergy 
! Updated equipment for schools 
! One place of work 
! Agreement on apps/programs that fit a particular curricular area 
! Equipment 
! Access to what is working well for others and how to empower those that are starting 
! Reliable internet 
! Matrix tied to BC curriculum 
! Similar tools for colleagues 
! A site where teachers could be directed for mini-training lessons on different types of ed 

tech tools so they could (1) browse in order to choose a focus and (2) get the basics 
before coming to an edtech mentor (alleviate the 'training' demands) 

Comments:
 “I am a DL teacher participating in a grand experiment to embed DL teachers half time in 
another local high school. My working life is ridiculously busy and chaotic. I need some stability 
and one office.”

“For example, some kind of program where mentors could access something like a Pro-D fund, 
use it to travel to another district to share and collaborate for a day or two with a mentor there.”

“A few of us are planning an after school event, I am not sure how it will go yet, but that would 
probably help me add to the list above.”

“Not allowed to use clouds based in US no Google docs etc. No email accounts”

“We need to separate 'training' on hardware / software from Ed Tech mentorship. Conversations 
should focus primarily on pedagogy, curriculum, best practice, etc., not how-to (although some 
of that is unavoidable).”

3. Solutions/Strategies:
“I have decided that if I can't convince the teachers I will convince the kids. Every teacher at our 
DL high school is responsible for teaching at least some of the planning 10 students at each of 
the high schools in town. I am in the process of completely rewriting this course such that it 
forces the use of emergent technologies and the Internet in a big way. I figure if the kids see and 
want it, they will ask other teachers for it and I will have converted them subversively, lol.”



“Talking with other mentors from outside my district and internationally assists in making me 
feel somewhat better. We have common issues.”
“We have regular district Tech meetings but often solely focussed on infrastructure and MyEd 
stuff.”
“Embed tech mentors .5 in each school. Finding sustainable funding under the current 
coll[ective] agreement is not possible. Too much time is volunteer time.” 
“PLN helps for sure but f2f meetings would be great.” 
“Within our district, we launched a mentorship project last year. In each elementary school, there 
is at least 2 mentors, each with 2 Learning teachers. All are assigned an iPad. Mentors are given 
6 half days release time to work with Learning teachers, and attend planning meetings all 
together. This year we move it to our 4 secondary schools. We will also be adding Student 
mentors who can gain volunteer hours by helping teachers with technology.” 
“Blogging, online tutorials, crowd sourcing.”
“Abbotsford has made deliberate staffing decisions which will start to make a difference over 
time. Specifically, having 3 district tech helping teachers along with a new VP for technology 
who works closely with the new IT manager.”
“I would like to see a larger scale move to ways to keep information private so we can allow 
students to access excellent resources they need even if it means we pay for them.”
“Targeted or even recommended targeted funds for ProD and Inservice. We struggle with time. 
The system change needs enough momentum before it can self sustain or you only reach early 
adopters.” 
“Dedicated time to work with staff... built into the schedule (and NOT during prep time).” 
“Carry own equipment to schools Showbie to get work off iPads.”
“A K-12 Primer for British Columbia Teachers Posting Students’ Work Online by Julia Hengstler 
http://etec.ctlt.ubc.ca/510wiki/images/2/2b/Primer_on_Posting_Minor_Students_Final.pdf”

http://etec.ctlt.ubc.ca/510wiki/images/2/2b/Primer_on_Posting_Minor_Students_Final.pdf

